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LINCOLN COUNTY HISTORY 
.July 198B 
AN INTERVIEW WITH: Woodrow Mosley (WM) 
CONDUCTED BY: Paul Salstrom CPS) 
TRANSCRIBED & TYPED BY: Gina Kehal i Kates 
LCH-l 
,t WCJodrow ITlos:,ley, o+ ... abo.ve branchland 1n Lincoln County, 
West V1rg1n1a, on July 27, 1988. Woodrow was a coalminer 
for several decades, and 1t was particularly about that l 1fe 
and how people got by 1n the 1930's, 1940's, 1950 ' s, that I 
was going to ask him. Where ... first give me some 
biographical background on yourself, okay, Woodrow. 
WM: Yeah, I started when I was sixteen years old, working 1n the 
~~: Where was you born and uh ..•. 
31st day of July. 
PS: So you started working in 19297 
WM: Yes, right along there. 
PS~ And Kingston's in what county? 
WM: Fayette County. 
:,,,. •., ,F'b: .,.Fayette. And . uh, where in •.. which part of Fayette County? 
Wl"i: It's Lute Creek. Eight miles out of Oak Hill West 
Virgin i. a. 
·-F'S: Okay. And uh, what company did your father work for? He 
was a miner~·' 
WM: Yeah. Kingston-Pocahontas Coal Company, Kingston, West 
~ Virginia. 
PS: Kingston very big in those days? 
. WM: •. Ye'='> ■ (those daysi yeah. There ' s about eight or nine-hundred 
WM: 
. hoL1ses. (company houses?) Company houses; and then we moved 
from there oh ••• when I was eight years old, to Kentucky; 
stayed there six years. I looked it up today. 
(okay) Sc1me 
coal company, Kingston-Pocahontas. 
That woLll d be uh, just over·· from the, ttead of ·· Cabj .. n Cr:-eek"2 i; , ,,;:;;\ 
No, this is - on the Kentucky side. 
f 
F'S: ·1 eah, but be+ ore ... 
WM: Yeah. (kingston 1s ••• > Yeah. Yeah. Just over on 
the ... Just go across the hill over on Cabin Creek, the head 
of Cabin Creek, it 's a place called Republic. 
PS~ And you keep going up +ram there and you drop down to 
f<ingston (yeah) in uh, (Jh ... tr,e head of Cabin Creek ·'s in 
Fayette Count y 7-· 
WM: It's in Fayette County, too. 
F'S: Well , what was peop'i e doing uh, besides mining, was they 
growing gardens? Were they keepin' stock? 
WM: Yeah, yeah, and cuttin' mine timber (yeah) and sawmill 1ng. 
PS: Was uh, people able to work pretty much full time, then? 
WM : Oh , yeah . They worked every day then <In 1929?) Yeah, cause 
they didn't pay nothing. (So they had to work every day?) 
If you made five dollars, you was a goodin '. 
PS: Oh, it was piece work then? 
WM: No, it was all they paid. Wasn't no union, no nothing. 
That was an hourly rate .. . 
WM: Yeah. Oh •.• you'd work ... you'd go in at 6 o'clock of the 
morning, and you wouldn 't get out no more till next evenin ' 
a+ter dark. For the same wages. (daily wage?) Yeah ... it 
didn't make no difference. You stayed, it was all 
hand - loadin' coal, yoLl know, in the mines? (yeah) You stayed 
till ever' man got his coal cleaned up so he could get his 
coal cut back for the next day; if it was 12 o'clock at 
night, you still stayed for the same price. 
PS: Well, what about the cleaning crews? Don't they have to get 
into there, and water down the dust? 
WM: No, not then they didn't. They didn't do nothing. (cause 
there wasn 't ... ) There wasn't no law on it. (Yeah, but they 
was using automatic cutters, weren ' t they?) No, electric. 
(oh, okay, yeah. 
PS: Not continuous miners, I don't mean that ... 
WM: No, they wasn ' t nothing like that; it was all hand-load1n'. 
(yeah) with pick and shovels (sure). 
PS: But they wasn't shootin ' from the sol id? ... 
WM: No, Lmh-huh. They cut it across the bottom. Seven foot 
back and fifty foot across. 
PS: How high was the seam? 
WM; About eight foot (oh) ... 
[pause] 
PS: And uh, why did you go to work so early, or did that seem 
early? 
WM: I went to work early, but I went to work five hours of the 
evenin', after school was out, for the coal company. 
Cleanin' the track •.• (yeah) you know. (yeah) . 
PS: Oh ••. so worked in the evenings. 
WM: Yeah. Five hours. (startin ' when you were sixteen?) Two 
dollars and ten cents a day for what time I was in there. 
PS: All right. 
WM: Sometimes you'd be in the mines; sometimes you'd be on the 
You know the way they brought the coal on the cars 
(yeah ) and it'd drop off; you clean it up and put it to the 
side. Then the next day or two, they'd bring some mining 
cars, and set em' different places and you'd keep loading 
that coal . They keep pull in' al ittle bit (mmm-hmm) you'd 
load all that up-clean all. (Shove ·11ing it in) 
PS: Well ••. did your father Llh, mine all his life? 
Yup. 
WM: Yeah. (or how far back, do you know your family?) no, no 
he m1ned ... let's see, about ... 30 years, l think it 
was---around 30 years. 
PS~ Which years to which? 
WM: He'd cut ... he cut timber when he first started, 
cuttin' ... work in' timber jobs. Then he went into the mines. 
At Menden, West Virginia, in Fayette County. 
PS: And where was he born? 
WM: He ... he was barned? He was barned at Oak Hill, West 
Virginia. 
Alright. Where you grew up yourself. (and my grandmother, 
she was uh, raised in Patrick County, Virginia). 
Uh ... Llh ••. so it .. s your grandfather c.1.nd gra1V.imother who came 
to West Virginia. (in ah, in a wagon). You know ..• about 
when they ••. 




Mmm-hmm. And, did they farm at a·11, before (oh, yeah, they 
farmed in Virginia). Yeah, but l mean, once they got to 
West Virginia •.• it was already West Virginia, right? 
Yeah. I\Jo. They worked in timber-at sawmills and they cut 
timber (mmm-hmm). 
There was a lot of that around here, too. (yeah) . But ah , 
startin what? Eighteen seventies, eighteen eighties, I 
suppose ..• okay, you said you moved to Kentucky when you was 
seven years (yes) (between 7 & 8 ... somewhere in there, I'm 
not real sure) Yeah. And worked for Kingston-Pocahontas 
Coal Company, there, your father did (yeah, yeah). 
WM: Then he stayed there six •.• I believe he told me the other 
day he stayed six years, and came back to Kingston; he 
didn't 1 ike it over there. (mmm-hmm) 
The whale family moved. 
family"? 
(yeah, mmm-hmm) How many 1n your 
WM: Eight. 
PS: And which are you, in order? 
WM: I'm ... l'm almost on the end. See, my brofher who died here 
about March, I believe it was March. He was the youngest 
WM: 
F,c • "'-'. 
one, I was next to him. 
l'IMl"l ·-Hl1M. [pause]. So, uh, what would you say, uh ... about 
mining work? That it got better in the course of the years, 
you was involved with it, or it got worse? 
Yeah. It got better (st<:'irU.n' in l.929). Cause the union 
made it better. (yeah) They made em' pay more. (when?> 
After the union got in, ah •• • I forget what year that was. 
(where were you?) 
That was uh, 1933? 
pre·:S ident). Yeah. 
We was in Logan County then. 
(thirty .•. after Roosevelt was 
WM: See, that's been a pretty good while. 
PS: Fifty-five years. 
WM: You have to ••. remember a lot of that stuff. So uh, when 
they got the union in, it went from about $3 a day, they'd 
already raised ital ittle bit, to a dollar a hour. Then 
from that it just kept gettin' contracts, you know, gettin' 
up to a bigger amount. My god, if it wasn ' t union, son, 
they wouldn't have had nothing. 
PS: Yeah. So uh, but they started mechanizing more? 
Mechanizing the loading, even in Logan County? 
WM: Yeah, they went to gettin' in machines they called 
conveyors. Yeah •.• they got them conveyors then, they could 
work 28 inch c:oal , then. It was <yeah) 28 inches high. 
PS: People get back in there? 
WM: Gh, yeah. (on their hand s and knees> yeah, on your hand s 
and knees. See , they just set up about 8 inches off cfthe 
bottom; they had chains, and you stood there on your hands 
and knees. 
PS: You couldn't have r ea lly d one that shoveling (no, no you 
couldn't) not very much <no, unh - huh, no). 
WM: It had to be on conveyors, or a belt might have done. 
PS: So, did it seem ... uh ... well, of course people was gettin' 
job s back, because the depression was going away. 
as though they were still laying off people. 
PS: (no, no) despite the mechanizing. 
WM: They didn't lay nobody off back then. 
It wasn't 
PS~ Just ah ... even when things were still gettin' worse? In the 
early thirties? They didn't cut back on the hours? 
WM: They didn't cut back. 
PS: [pause] What company was you mining for ? 
WM: Guyan Eagle, then. Guyan Eagle Coal Company, Amherstdale, 
West Virginia. 
PS: Amherstdale. Logan County, huh ? 
WM~ Yeah. 
PS: And you mostly stayed there, right? 
WM: Yeah. 
PS: And you moved up h e re after you retired, then? 
WM: No, I worked up there after I moved here. (ah) And then 
come down here, you know, they had a big-shut the mines plum 
down-and then I came down here working an the state roads, 
from the state roads to the Board of Education. And then 
retired. 
PS: When was that mine shut, at Amherstdale? 
WM: It shut down in 19 .... 46, I believe, I'm not sure. 
PS: Must have run out then? 
WM: Mmm-hmm. 
PS: And uh .•.• (no they just quit? they had the mines on another 
creek). Oh. Employees (inaudible) Yeah. (and they didn't 
hire nobody back). 
WM: See, it wasn't a big operation that an (on another creek) 
wasn ' t- the one that they shut down. Now they ' re plumb out 
of business. 
The one they shut down was the bigger operation, 
the one that you worked on. 
WM: Yeah. Mmm-hmm. Oh, yeah, it worked over a thousand men, 
they had two different mines; they worked three shifts. No, 
they didn't work it out. They just quit. <mmm-hmm> They'd 
have started back if they could've got more money for the 
coa 1 • 
PS: Even after forty years? 
WM: Yeah. It wouldn ' t make no difference to them. They ' d just 
drill a hole somewhere else and start it. 
PS: Mmm-hmm. In that same hi 11 , you mean. (yeah) 
WM: They may not go back in the same mines they had, but they'd 
go over there somewhere else and 
PS: Come into the same seam (same seam of coal , yeah.> 
WM: While they're doing that, they're on the other side of the 
hill strippin' the coal out. (What do you mean?> Tearin' 
the mountains up. (with an auger or strip mining?) No, 
strip minin'. Son, you ought to you go up there and go 
across the hill. It looks good from our way, where you see. 
It looks good. But you get on the other side, see what you 
see. There ain't nothin' there. They ain't even pushed no 
PS: 
dirt over where they got the coa ·1 . My god, that's the reason 
I ' m against it. 
The st rip mining. (yeah) . Yeah. Well , we' ·11 see i ·f they 
come to Lincoln County. 
now, uh ... 
But uh, gettin' historical again, 
WM: I don't mind seeing mines like I worked in. They don 't take 
much out, you know, and c ··1 ecin up. (yeah, yeah, al ittle 
slag) . [inaudibl e J_the mountain, [inaudible] . 
F'S : Yeah . 
WM: They're not tearing up nothing. Just gettin' the coal I 
don't mind that. It's when they come to that stripping ..• 
PS: Uh, so did it seem people, once they had more cash from uh, 
wages going up (yeah, oh yeah) from the time the union came 
in; did people give up gardening so much, and running stock? 
WM: Yeah. Yeah. Just like it is right here. Can't hardly find 
a cow or nothing no more. 
PS: Yeah. Yeah or even horses. 
WM: I can take you one place up there, though, up in the head of 
big creek. They got plenty of cattle. (oh) And horses. 
(in Logan County?) Yeah. 
PS: Someone's still farming. 
WM: They still do it. They never hardly ... the only time you see 
them come out, and that's to get groceries at a store; 
flour, mea ·1, or somethin'. That 's the only time yoL1 see 
them. (t1mmh) I forget what organization that is. It's a 
church organization, all of them people is. (oh) 8Llt 
whatever it is that wears these big black hats. (oh, Amish) 
Ami s h. (oh, there's some in Logan County?) God, yeah. 
They're good people. (oh, sure) 
PS: They're kinda like community or semi - (yeah) you know, work 
together. 
WM: But they have to send their kids to privat~ school. I mean 
the schools is just l ike ... here (yeah, they have their own 
s choo ·1 , you mean; or pub ·1 ic, you mean they send their kids 
to public schools?) Yeah. Yeah. It was fixed that way so 
[inaudible] 
PS: Clh, but their own pub I ic school , s o to s:,peak, it's a I l them. 
WM: Yeah. They don't associate with too many. ( mmm - h mm) . They 
got their own ball teams and everything. 
PS: What part of Linc •.. or Logan County are they in? 
WM: Right in the head of the last place in Logan County, up 
Buffalo Creek (oh, coming this way?) No, going that way 
(yeah, okay, but next to Lincoln County) oh, yeah, yeah, it 
adjoins Lincoln County. 
That's where it was at. 
Yeah. (where the flood was). Yeah . 
PS: But they was above that? 
WM: But they was a way in above it. Yeah. They're got some 
pretty places. All the times I was up there, I never did 
see th e m with an autombile. 
PS: Mmm - hmm. Yeah. Well , there are a few people int•:?t~ested in 
that and in Lincoln County here, but I wonder if they know 
about them. 
WM: They probably do. 
PS: People who worked with the Amish in Ohio, but ... cause they 
never joined. 
WM: Yeah, they [inaudible] where they're at, back on top the 
mountain, is where the county 1 ine is from Logan into Mingo 
County and Wyoming. All three counties join right there 
together. 
I v 
PS: Mingo and Wyoming? 
WM: And Logan. On top of that mountain. They've got the signs 
up there. Two of em' comes in this a way, and another one 
comes in this way, looks almost like a T, 
PS~ Okay, if you say so. I would picture that at the far 
southern end of Logan County. 
It i ·s . It's the last part of it. (of Logan?) Yeah. (oh, 
oh, oh, okay, not next to Lincoln County) No, un-huh, no, 
it ' s going toward Boone County and Wyoming (yeah). 
PS: Alright. I see. 
WM: They're good people. 
PS: Buffalo Creek's a long creek, then. 
WM: You ain't a k i dd in' . It's 28 miles long. (oh) 
PS: So, Lth •••• 
WM: That's 28 miles to what they call Laredo. I don't how many 
more miles it is, you know, from Laredo to back to where 
they all at, back past where that mine ' s ... that water came 
out of those mines (yeah). They're on way on pas t that. 
Yeah, it's a pretty place back in there. 
PS: From where ... beyond where the uh, dam broke in 1972. 
WM: Yeah. Yeah. 
PS: And Buffalo Creek flows into the Guyan River? 
WM: Yeah. Yeah. Down at Man. 
PS: Mmmh. 
WM: Yes sir, right under the bridge there back in what they call 
South Man, it enters the Guyan River. 
PS: So, how did the union uh, manage? 
before Roosevelt got elected? 
How well did they do 
WM: They just couldn't get nothing done. That ' s where they had 
that Blair Mountain fight, you've heard of that, ain ' t you? 
(yeah, in 1920 or 21). Yeah, somewhere along there. <right 
after the war) After Roosevelt got in, they give em' the 
right to organize, son, them coal companies had to confront 
it then. They didn't have no trouble. They just had to 
join it. And that's what straigtened Logan County out. Got 
rid of Don Chafins; (oh, he was in till Roosevelt?) oh, 
yeah, into the coal company. Dan Chafins had ta leave Logan 
and get into Huntington. 
PS: Oh, there's a Chafin Building dawn in Huntington. 
WM: It ••. it was named after him. 
(He still does?) Yes, sir. 
(Oh) He's got two bays there. 
PS: Oh •.• he's died by new, right? 
WM: . Oh, yeah, - yeah. Dan Chafins is dead. Yeah. Yeah, that 
building belonged ta the Chafins. (mmmh) It belonged to 
Don Chafins. (mmm-hmm) • 
PS: Well he did pretty good in Logan County, then? 
WM: Wel 1 , SLtre. Ten cents for every ton of coal went out of 
Logan CoLtnty. <Oh) Keepin' the union out. There's been a 
lot of men lost their 1 ives over that, though. 
[pause] 
PS: Yeah. So he was never indicted for any •.•• 
WM: No, un-uhh, no. No. No. He seen he done lost his foothold 
in Lagan County, he left out. (mmm-hmm) He was high 
sheriff and everything. (yeah) Yeah, years ago when that 
building, you see, went into Don Chafin's building down 
there. I guess the boys owns it now. I know they do. 
PS: Yeah. Was you ever active with the union? 
WM: Yes, sir. I stayed in the union. <yeah) I 'm st i l l in it • 
PS: Okay, you was a member, but I mean was you ever organizing. 
Of course, you was pretty young before 1933, (yeah) you 
WM: I was 18 ••. I think I was - 18 when I joined it. (un-huh) 
Back then, if you was 18, you could join it. But if you was 
younger, you had to go in with your parent, with your 
father, brother, someone like that. <oh?) Yeah. But still 
you paid your dues. <mmmh) I still belong to the union. 
( oh , •:::J ood) That's where I get one of my checks from. 
PS: You notice any signs of, incipent black lung in yourself? 
WM: No. (you got good ... ) No, I was tested for that. Three 
times. (you ' ve got good wind, uh?) That's what they said. 
PS: But ... but you worked on faces with what kind of 
mechanization? 
WM: Oh, I worked as •.• I done just about everything there was to 
be done in the mines. Anything. 
F,c • ...., . 
WM: 
WM: 
Was you undercutting, too? Or was you always .•.• 
Yeah. Yeah. (you was running a cutting machine, then?) 
Yeah, yeah. That was a .•.. let's see ••.• I was about 20 .•• 22 
when I started on that. 
They say that people working the cutting machines most 
likely to get black lung, once they finally studied it. 
Most likely does. Then they come in behind you with that 
old rock dust, after the union got in, you know, puttin ' 
rock dust in. 
PS: To settle the coal dust. 
WM: Yeah. But they didn't do nothing like that till the union 
got in, and they made 'em. They made 'em fix the better air 
and everything. (mmm-hmm) 
PS: The ventilation. 
WM: Yes, sir. Everything had to be fixed. [background noises] 
PS= Any disasters in your ah, vicinity? 
WM: Oh, yeah. Yeah. I've seen 'em haul 'em out of there, yeah. 
That mine I worked in, wel ·1 , one o+ the only two that I 
worked in, they ... it wasn't so bad, but Loredo up there, 
just every day or two, you'd see the ambulance a going. 
(Loredo?) Ye~ah . They had about five or six mines a going 
at one time. ( mmm ···h mm) Yeah. 
PS: Laredo's a town? 
WM: Yeah. (and Buffalo Creek?) No, it ain ' t no town. It ' s 
just a big coal camp. (oh, okay) 
PS: You don't call those towns, unh. Camps? 
WM: No. Man's the oldest town we got. Man and Logan. 
much. 
It ain't 
PS: Yeah. Okay. No amenities. Cultural •.• 
WM: They call that a town cause of the banks that's there. 
PS: Logan, unh? 
WM: Yeah, Logan's got four or five banks. 
PS: Wel 1 , Man has a bank? I haven't been in Logan, but I 
understand it's pretty crowded. They don't have much space 
to build on. 
WM: No. I tell you, when they get their paydays, you can't walk 
the streets, hardly. It's crowded that bad. People going 
in the stores and things. 
F'S: Mmmh. (background noises from road] Well, Mosley, what I've 
been ah, interested in asking people about is how they got 
by. (yeah) Whether they gardened, for instance, whether 
they had livestock, and uh, what they had to do, you know, 
to make ends meet. 
WM: What they had to do is the best they could. When they got 
too old to work, they just had to farm, cause they wasn't no 





have to pay no income tax. (yeah) I never did know what an 
income tax form was. Till I got up, you know, about 20, 25, 
I didn't fill out no income tax. 
Twenty or twenty-five years old. (yeah) 1:hen you had 
enough income. (yeah, I had to pay income tax). Yeah. 
That's fin a lly what forced it, you know. 
did. 
We i 1, then they put in social security. 
Thi:?. government 
That wou ·1 d hc1ve 
been about the mid-30's you're talking about. (yeah) Take 
that, too. Uh, so you don't have no explanation in your own 
mind why you didn't get the black lung? 
Mmm. No. They just said I didn't have it. <mmm- hmm) 
PS: You didn't smoke, did you? 
WM: No. 
PS: They said that can have an effect, you know, combined mining 
and smoking. 
WM: I chew tobacco. 
PS: You chewed. 
WM: You was n't allowed to smoke in the mines. 
did, though, slipped it in there. 
(oh) Some of 'em 
PS: Once they started using face masks, you weren't mining any 
more were you r::• 
WM: Yeah. (you were? when was that?) It's been about seven 
years before I come out of there. 
PS: In the 1960's? Or 50's? 
WM: Yeah, somewhere along there. I got it on paper somewhere, 
here. The 1 ast day I worked and everything . (yeah) ( unh) 
Yeah, you had to have .••• had to have that. Carry it on your 
side, and if you got anything •.. dust or stuff, you had to 
put it on. Yeah, they had it. 
l 
PS: And people used them, much? 
WM: Yeah, no, not to get by, they wouldn't 
PS: Not if they could get by without .... 
WM: You see the boss comin', you put it on. (yeah) Maybe he'd 
have his on, and maybe he wouldn't, too. 
PS: Yeah, well, I suppose uh, it would get way al ittle bit, 
having that over your nose and mouth. 
WM: Yeah, just to keep that dust down. 
PS: Kind of an inconvenience, I suppose. 
WM: Yeah. You had to wear safety-toed shoes. No long sleeved 
shirt. Couldn 't wear gloves that come up ...• you know, 
you've seen those big .•.. had to have short-tucked gloves. 
PS: Anything that could get caught in the machine. 
WM: Anything .•.. you had to keep your britches legs .••• they give 
you big rubber bands. You had to fix your pants legs like 
this .•. (mmm-hmm ) with a big rubber band around 'em. They 
couldn't .... they got pretty strict. 
PS: When did all that start? Or did it come in gradually? 
WM: After the union got in. (yeah) 
PS: Well, they're all good ideas (yes, sir, you couldn't get 
PS: 
WM: 
hung up. Yeah, if you didn't think things were going right, 
all you had to do was just tell the committee about it, and 
they'd ca ll a meetin' right then. (mmm-hmm) They'd take 
it up with the coal company right that evenin'. They 
wouldn't wait. 
That was true, even in the 193O ' s. 
people go out on strikes over •..• 
Yeah, I've been in many a strikes. 
(yeah > You see any 
<over ah •.. ) Over a 
grievance and things. 
(mmmh, local strike?) 
I was on strike one time 
Just that one company. 
days. 
PS: And finally, what happened? 
WM: We l l , they come across. It was that or shut her down, Just 
either one they wanted to do. 
the coa 1 . 
(mmm-hmm) And they wanted 
PS: Course, do you figure they was still makin' money after they 
was paying such higher wages? 
WM: Sure they was makin' money. (course prices went up, too). 
Ye,:1.h . Yeah. (but then .=1.h ... ) Their still makin' it. 
(yeah) 
PS: What's .•. what's coal sell for now? 
WM: I don't k~ow what it sells for now. 
background] 
[dogs barking in 
PS: Thirty dollars a ton? 
WM: It's forty some, I believe. (forty some?) I believe that's 
what they said. Why, them trucks come all the way from 
Logan, plumb to Huntington, hauling coal in trucks down this 
road, you know they're makin' money. 
wau ·1 c.1n 't be hauling coed (yeah). 
(yeah) Them trucks 
PS: That's not the easiest, not the cheapest way to transport 
coal • 
WM: No. No. But it's the way they're doing it. Coming off of 
Rum Creek. (mmm-hmm, down route 10 to Huntington). Did 
you see them ole big white trucks going down the road here? 
Those big trucks. It's them, them big coal trucks. 
Sometimes there'll be three and four together. Going down 
to Huntington to them barges. 
PS: I suppose there's not as much woods in Logan County, as 
there is in Lincoln County, right? 
WM: Oh, they've got woods. Oh, yes. 
PS: There is'":'~ There's sti ll woods left? 
WM: Yeah, it's jus t where they stripped; that's the only place 
that you can miss the timber. (yeah, so a lot of mine posts 
still cut up there?) No, there not too many. They 
generally buy em' from down in here in Wayne County or 
somewhere. (unh) Them coal companies know where to cut 
their timber. (oh) 
PS: They own the surface, you mean ? 
Wl1: They own it al l . They WC:ll7 't buy ... they won't come out and 
just •.•. Like if you and me had twenty acre s of was timber 
over here, woods, (yeah) if there's coal under it, they buy 
it all. (mmm- hmm) 
PS: Surf ace and mineral . (yeah) 
WM: If you own the mineral rights, they'll get the mineral 
rights. If you don't own them, they'll get them from 
someone else. 
PS: Yeah, I suppose not too many people stil 1 own their mineral 
rights. 
WM: No, mmm- huh. 
PS: Oh, not even in Lin c oln do they ... 
WM: No, not here either. There's just a few. There ' s a man 
owns this one under me. 
Midkiff owns all of it. 
End of side 1 
(rnmrn- huh) [inaudible] Jennings 
PS: The coal camps, now, when you was young, we're talking 
about. 
WM: Yeah, oh yeah, yeah. 
PS: For gardening and such. I've read that some coal companies 
paid uh, a bounty, a prize to uh, whoever had the best 
WM: 
garden <they did). Why do ... why do you figure they did (I 
don't know). Just a tradition, maybe? 
It was the superindentents. We had real good 
superintendents. Good people. (yeah) 
Well, they was encouraging people to garden (yeah). But, 
the more people gardened and put by food, of course, the 
less you might have to pay 'em, if they was l ivin' partly on 
their uh, their own produce. 
WM: Yeah, the oldest people, you know, couldn't work no more, 
they'd let 'em have land, even helped the people get it 
cleaned up (mmmh). <in the ... ) Not all companies didn ' t do 
that (no). Guyan Eagle Coal Company did. And uh, Raleigh 
Coal Company (yeah). 
PS: People could stay on in the coal camp. 
WM: Yeah, they didn't charge no rent. (unh, that's nice). 
PS: But how about Kingston-Pocahontas? 
WM: Son, no. When you got disabled, you left. (oh) That's a 
big company, son, they're everywhere. When you got 
disabled, you didn ' t stay in their house unless you paid 
rent. You see, they didn't want you no how; they wanted 
somebody else to move in that worked around the mines. 
PS: Yeah. And now, that was true over in Kentucky, too? Local 
superintendents didn't have ah, .••. 
WM: Same thing. Same pol icy (yeah). Same policies. 
matter what state you worked in. 
It didn't 
PS: Where .•• where were you over in there? In Pike County? 
WM: Pike County. Marrowbone Creek. 
PS: Marrowbone Creek in Pike County. 
WM: Yeah. Heyer was the post office. 
Hager. (Heyer) Hayer~. H-e-y-e-r? (yeah) [PS spoke to 
someone else in the room] We should ask Beatrice 
some ... questions. 
WM: She don't know. 
PS: No, not about coal maybe ... but ah, she knows what she had to 
do to raise all your kids. 
WM: Yeah, she knows that. For sure. 
PS: I don't know how she might have managed, with the, you know, 
old-fashioned washing machine and everything. 
WM: That's what she does. She used the washin' machine. Lots 
PS: 
WM: 
of times on a washboard, too. 
first. (yeah) 
Well , it ain't easy, cleanin' 
suppose. 
No, sir. No, she had to wash 
'em and rinse 'em two or three 
of 'em. It wr.1.sn't easy. 
(mmm-hmm) The washboard was 
up coa ·1 mining clothes, I 
'em and rinse 'em, and wash 
times, to get that dirt out 
PS: Sa ... you have any hard feelings about having worked so hard 
all your 1 ife? Haw do yau ••.. look at that? 
WM: The only thing I'd hated, they didn't have no union when I 
started (mmm- hmm). 
F,c • ..., . 
WM: 
Do you like mining? 
Yes, sir! Or I wouldn't have stayed with it. Yeah, coal 
minin' ain't bad. 
PS: Do you like being underground? 
WM: I'd rather be underground workin' as I would out here 
workin' on the outside. Yeah. It's just as safe in that 
mine as it is walkin' along this highway. It's safer. 
PS: Oh, come on. You can't always be sure that slate ain't 
gonna +a·11 ... 
C 
WM: No, you can't be sure of that, but you've got mine timbers 
to take care of that. 
PS: Yeah. Well, you put in your own timbers, generally? 
WM: Yeah. They require you do that. They·furnish 'em. They're 
laying right there. They want ' em three foot apart. It 
don't make no difference what you're doing, they still want 
them mine timbers put up. 
PS: No matter what's on the ceiling, they want three feet apart. 
WM: Three foot apart. I don't care if it's sol id as a jug, they 
still want 'em put up. That's the reason so many men gets 
k i l 1 ed • 
PS: Is sk ippin•~ uh ... 
WM: Skippin', not takin' orders like they're supposed to. 
PS: We 1 l , of course then they cou 1 d ... maybe they was doing piece 
work. 
WM: No, you don't do piece work in the mines. You get paid by 
-" the hour. 
.,.F'S: That's was way back , maybe, it was piece work , a long ti me 
ago. 
WM: Oh, yeah, yea h, they had that. 
PS: When we ..•. when we cut mine posts down here, my brother and 
I, we cut poplar (yeah> they bought it. 
WM: But you know, that's where they're pull in' pillars (yeah) 
what ya call pull in' pillars, gettin' all the coal comin' 
back out all the time. (oh) But if you're goin' this a 
way, wh ere it's so l id, you don't use no poplar. 
It's gotta be .•. 
(okay) 
PS: Okay, I was hopin' someone was using uh, sense, I mean, 
poplar will rotten in a year. 
WM: Yeah, you don't use no poplar if you 're going, going you 
know, towards what they call the face of the coa ·1 , you keep 
going, (yeah) when you get to the end of it, you can use 
poplar, cause you're pull in' every ... what they call 
pillars ... back (yeah) taking all the coal out. 
you don't use no poplar going. 
(yeah) But 
PS: You'd use oak. 
WM: You gotta have a hard wood. 
poplar, buckeye, something 
(or hickory) Anything besides 
ike that, they won't take it. 
PS: Well, they was takin' pine (oh yeah) that he took down there 
to ah, that a, new mine up on the Wayne County •.. the 
Lincoln/Wayne border. 
WM: Yeah. Well .•. well they 1 ·11 do that. But it's done drove Lip 
to where they want to go, you know. You start comin' back. 
Yeah, they'll take the soft wood. Cause, after they take 
the coal out, nobody goes there no how, cause it'll all cave 
in (yeah) right away. (yeah) It'll break off. They put 
up ..•• god, they put up posts oh, some of 'em would be half 
as big as that tree there, (mmh) and the men, you know, set 
'em three foot apart, and nobody goes past that. That's 
what they call a breaker~ Everything's behind it's done 
gone. (oh) It' l 1 break off . (yeah) Takes the weight off 
that coa 1 in f rent of you. 
PS: Ah, yeah, a big •.• a big post, ah, a huge ah .•.. 
WM: Yeah, huge posts. They order 'em just especially for that. 
(mmm-huhl 
PS: And that signals not to .•• 
WM: Yeah, you don't go no further than that, cause everything's 
gone. 
there. 
There ain't nothing in there no more. Nobody goes in 
They even block the air off. (mmm-hmm) No air goes 
in there. It's done. They won't leave no coal when they're 
pulling pillars, [inaudible] unless it get's so bad, you 
know, top tryin' to cave in, they'll pull out of there, 
then. Then they come in another way. 
F'S: we·11, it doesn't seem to safe uh, 
WM: It ain't safe, but you have to make it safe, safe as you 
can. (yeah) But where a lot of 'em get's killed, though, 
they just don't do what they're s upposed to do. I done what 
I was supposed to do. If he s a id set ' em three foot apart, 
I set 'em three foot apart . When you shot your coal down, 
that was hand loadin', you know, on conveyors, the boss ' d go 
up first, and he'd look, and if you shot any post up, first 
thing you done is cleaned out, throw your coal out of the 
way, and put them post back up. (mmm-hmm) You didn't just 
start just loadin' coal without them posts up. YoL1 had to 
put 'em up. Every time you moved the conveyor up a 1 ittle 
bit, a raw a timbers when right in behind it, right agin ' 
it . (mmm-hmm) ...... worked several men you know, and ever' 
one of 'em put them timbers up pretty fast. Even the man 
cutt in' the coa·t , he .... he had a row across where he was 
cuttin' coal, you. know, like that was the coal there (yeah) 
his machine would be in on the coal here .... there'd be a 
row of timbers set before he started, and every time he cut 
up between thes e timbers, he had to take that one out and 
put it back over on the other side, where he done cut, till 
he got to the other side. (mmm-hmm) 
PS: Of the face. (yeah, face of the coal) . 
WM: And when he pulled his machine out on this side over here, 
to come back to the other side, (mmm-hmm) he didn't just 
schwarp it right around and under that where he just cut, he 
had to back plumb out, with his ... whatcha call a cutter bar, 
(yeah) he had to back pl um out of there, and then pu l l it 
back to the other side , between timbers. (yeah) Yes, we 
had some strict bosses. Then, we had som~ that didn't care. 
PS: So, people were loadin ' with uh, shovels onto conveyor 
belts, but they've uh, they've improved on that, haven't 
they? I mean they uh ... 
WM: They've taken them out. They don't use them no more. 
<un - huh) They use continual loaders. 
PS: Scoops it up itself. 
WM: Yeah, it keeps going itself. 
cuts it and everything. 
PS: Continuous miners, then. 
Yeah, it just keeps goj.ng. 
WM: Yeah, it's ..• you'd look at that thing, you wouldn't think 
it 'd do nothing. (mmmh) Buddy, that thing'll get that 
coal • You just look at it, you'd think we·11, that thing 
ain't gonna do nothing. 
PS: Now, do they make a lot of dust? 
WM: Yeah, yeah, they make a lot of dust. Most times you can't 
see the face of the coal • 
PS: Mmmh. With the continuous miners. 
It 
WM: Mmm-hmm. Yeah. And then they'll start that old big fan up, 
you know, they got a big fan, they start it and it just 
blows it all away from you. <mmm-hmm) Then here we go 
again, it don't stop. (mmm-hmm) 
PS: Just stop long enough to blow the dust out of the way. 
WM: The ••• the machine ain't never stopped. (oh, I see) It' l 1 
blow it out in there, it's a big old fan. It just takes 
right on off. Goes across into some old works, that dust 
goes over into some old works. 
PS: Mmmh. Course you ' re visualizing al l this as you talk, and 
uh, 
WM: I knowed how it was done. 
PS: When did they start strip-mining in Logan tounty? And 
Mingo ... 
WM: I don ' t ••. ! don't know what yea r it is. (during the 
depression?) No, god no. 
PS: No, the New Deal, when F-:oosevelt was still (no, no.), after 
Roosevelt. I see. During World War II, I bet then. 
WM: No, they weren ' t strippin ' up there then. (no?) 
PS: Some places they .•.. (oh, yeah) they started uh, (up on Huff 
Creek they did; not up the creek I was on) 
WM: Buffalo Creek. They stripped al ittle bit up on Huff Creek, 
(during the war, you mean?) mmm - hmm. Yeah, but they •.• but 
6"''li3V\ 
didn't do no good . ( mmm-hmm) They quit ... ,.;.1 ilah Eag 1 e Cea l 
(%";'.!hEa'"'_ l e~, .. ) Company. ~~~~~•~-ur ~ Yeah, that was the name of the 
company. They quit it. Went back ...• went back in the 
mountain, back underground. (mmm- hmm, underground) 
PS: we·1 l , uh , ..... course it' ·::; chc:?aper to strip-mine. I 
thought that started coming in uh, when the union got big 
and uh, mechanization was increasing by leaps and bounds ... 
late 30's, someplace. [WM talking at same time-inaudible] 
WM: It was right smart after that, before they started 
strip-mining the coal. I was talkin' about strippin', Clean 
Eagle bore augers. Big augers. They augered it. 
PS: Yeah, Clean Eagle. 
WM: Yeah, they augered it. Or stripped it. There ain't no 
difference in it. 
PS: We l l .•. surface, they're both surface. (there ain't no 
difference in it; they done tore up the mountain anyhow.) 
I 
Yeah. But they ' re not moving all that over-burden and 
dumpin' it down ~ in the creek with an auger. 
WM: No ..• No. They just .•• they just clean out, you know, where 
the face of the coal is, and get back in there with that 
auger. It's not as bad as that strippin'. No. 
F'S: No. [pause] Um, back when you was growin' up, let's get 
as far back as we can, and there was still a lot of timber 
being cut, 1913 ••• in Fayette County, say. 
WM: Oh, yeah. Well , I c:an 't remember that. 
PS: But ah .•. 
WM: But they didn't c:ut no timber of theirs, I know, cause I 
remember being smal 1 , you know, (yeah) I could see trucks 
takin' timber to the mines. They didn't cut none of theirs. 
<un-huh) They bought it. Son, they still own it, too. 
PS: The Kingston-Pocahontas (yeah) .••. 
WM: Yeah. They're still a big company. They're in Virginia, 
and Kentucky and •.. they got some big mines in Ohio 
somewhere. 
PS: Mmmh. Of course, if the people was gardening and running 
stock up on the hills, that probably caused some erosion and 
such so, uh, it would've ..•. would've run itself out, partly. 
WM: They had a stock law. 
PS: Which ... which way was the stock law? 
WM: Keep you stock up. 
PS: In Fayette County. 
You had to keep your stock fenced in. 
WM: Yeah. (not in Logan) Nooe. Not in Logan. 
PS: Of course, probably now in Logan <oh, yeah, it's stock law 
WM: 
up there now.) 
I don't know. 
Yeah. Wonder when they switched. 
But I know it's stock law. 
PS: And here in Lincoln, of course, from way back you had to 
keep you stock fenced in (yeah, yeah, this was called a 
farmin' [inaudibleJ). Well, farmers uh, are more concerned 
about their crops on balance, (yeah) and if's the people who 
don't have so much land, who might be runnin' the stock all 
over the place with a cut on their ears. 
WM: 
F,c • ...., . 
Yeah, you had to keep your stock up. I don ' t know what year 
they passed in Logan County, that you had to do it, but it 
did pass. (finally) Yeah. You had to keep 'em up. 
Well, it wou ·1 d make a big difference. 
just ah, 
I mean, if you could 
WM: You can't farm and no fence, with the cattle runnin' around 
in your garden. 
PS: No, but ah, it'd make a difference to the people who didn't 
have much land, (yeah) that they could uh, you know, still 
have the animals, and ... and live better, you know, than they 
would otherwise. 
WM: One's that didn't have too much land, they finally got rid 
of theirs. (of their stock) And they'd get other people to 
come in and plow their ground and everything. They didn,.t 
have too much. (yeah) 
PS: You mean they'd uh, share crop? 
WM: No, they paid to have it ... 
PS: Oh, paid to have it plowed, but then plant their own. 
WM: Yeah, do their own farmin'. If they had a big field of 
corn, they'd hire someone to come plow it out. (mmm-hmm) 
PS: Then they wouldn't have to keep a horse and plow, or 
tractor. 
WM: In a lot of them places you couldn't keep a horse. 
(mmm-hmm) 
PS: But uh, ..• was much tobacco grown in Logan? Or was that 
more Lincoln County? 
WM: It was just around Chapmansville. They wasn't none raised 
up in there where ... where we was at. 
F'S: Chapmansville. This end of Logan County, north ... 
WM: Yeah, right on this side of Logan, just al ittle ways out of 
Lincoln County, you hit Chapmansvil le. 




(yeah) than in West Virginia. You ever growed it? 
No, I never did grow a stalk of tobacco in my 1 ife. 
.Just chew it. 
(mmmhl 
Yeah. Well , I guess you had a pension once you came up 
here, right, from •.• 
No. ( no l Un-huh. (just your social security) Yeah. I 
didn't wanta raise tobacco at no time. Son, that's a year 
round job, is tobacco. 
PS: Yeah ... strippin' and stemmin' till January or so. 
WM: Yes, sir. You ain't no more get it stripped and get it sold 
till your right back putting in tobacco beds, gettin' ready 
again. [laughter] I didn't want to fool with that. 
F,(~ st • • ..J "' Too much work, unh! We1·1, but you could make ah, a little 
pi l e of money, if 
WM: You can •.•. wel 1, I don't know. 
F'S: •.. if your hit a good year. 
WM: Yeah, you have to have a good year. Cap Adkins, he raised 
tobacco everywhere, up here at Salt Rock. He's the one that 
owns this around the hill. Where Charley Bates bought his, 
bought it off of old Halleck Adkins. 
F'S: Oh, oh, oh, his father? 
WM: Yeah. Cap, now, I don't know what tobacco bases he kept. 
He makes the money. 
PS: Oh, well , Cap must be Hall eek' s brother then? 
WM: Boy. (oh, oh, alright, okay) Oldest son. 
F•C • -...I. Alright. Yeah, sure. They still grow tobacco up on the 
WM: 
Upper Farm next to Charley Bates .. 
Well, that ain't Cap's part, that's his brother's. 
they're still growin' it up there) 
WM: Yeah, they raise her, too. 
(I think 
PS: And they wa·s caref u·1 . They wa·s putt in' in uh, the winter 
uh, you know, clover or something uh .... (veast.l i...>east, 
and plowin' it under. They was doing everything right. 
WM: Son, they know how to do it. That's that Gary, you know, 
the one that lives down next to Huntington. See, Gary just 
goes back there and helps them. Gary used to raise tobacco 
ther-·e, 
<yeah) 
but Gary's got 4 or 5 bases on Four Mile now. 
He makes the money, too. 
PS: Well , he must hire people to work that stuff. 
WM: He does. Yeah, yeah. He's drill in' wells, too. (his 
father did, Halleck did) yeah. 
PS: They don't pay much for uh, farm labor, I suppose. 
WM: Mmm-hmm. No. ( even now). No. 
PS: Get high school kids, maybe. 
WM: You gotta pay as much as three somethin' an hour, I forget 
what it is. 
PS: Yeah, even in agriculture, $3.35 or something. 
WM: Yeah, $3.35, they gotta pay it, it's the law. 
PS: Wel 1 , that's good if you can st i 11 make money in tobacco. 










How many feet? 
Four-hundred and fifty. 
Oh. [ l aughterJ Sounds like an un·1 ucky .•.. uh, unlucky wel ·1 . 
Yeah. 
F'S: Well, you're up on a hilltop here, (that's what it is, he's 
told me) that's why I guess. 
WM: He said, "Woodrow, you ought to go up to" •.. says, 11 I gonna 
dri 11 it where you want it, "he said", you ain't gonna hit 
water there close, you go up on this hill, get al ittle 
closer. I said, "No, I want it here". He said, "alright". 
PS: It's handy here. Mmmh. Well, my brother, a mil e dov-m here, 
had to go pretty deep (yeah). Two-fifty or something, two 
hundred and fifty feet. 
WM: Yeah. There's a man down here had to go three-fifty (unh) 
and he ain't got water half the time. 
PS: It's just a bad spat. 
WM: And if you run out you have to haul water 
PS: Haw did you pick this place to ..•. 1 ive, when you moved up to 
Lincoln County? 
WM: I worked in the mines with the man that owned it. (oh> He 
asked me if I wanted to buy a place in Lincoln County, and I 
first said no, bot he ~kept on, and said, I tell you 
what I'll do, I got a note agin' it, $600, you pay it off 
and you can have it. (mmmh) 
PS: How many acres? 
WM: Twenty-nine and three-eighths here. There's two tracks of 
this ( mmmh ) . 
PS: So, how far did you have to go to commute everyday? Or 
everyday you worked in ... 
WM: 




I didn't move here, then. I just bought it and let an old 
man and his wife stay here till they got ready to leave, and 
then, another man that worked for the coal company, got hurt 
and couldn't work no more, he asked me about this place and 
I said, yeah, it's empty. Load up your stuff and go on. He 
said how much you gonna charge me rent? And I said nothing, 
just take care of it. I didn ' t get a dime out of it all the 
time he was here. I didn't have to. It was better to have 
somebody in it than it was to have it empty. 
Yeah. So, f irst you re tired down there, or up in Logan, and 
then you moved here. 
Yeah. Yeah. No. No. I come down here and worked on the 
state road after I retired from the mines, but (and you 
·;st i 1 l .•. ) yeah , I st i 1 1 moved . 
Yeah, at that time. 
County. 
Yeah, yeah, I moved. 
mines. 
You were workin' state road in Lincoln 
I retired from the state road and the 
PS: No pension at all? 
WM: Yeah, (from the mine?) yeah, I get pension from the mines. 
PS: Besides social security? 
WM: I get ••. I get a miner ' s pension, too, a union pension. (oh, 
union) I retired from the mines, get social security, 
retired from the school board, get $80 a month from that, 
$210 from the county. (for the roads?) Retirement, yeah, 
it's all retirement. (yeah) I stayed ten years with 'em. 
(with the state roads?) With the county .... with the county 
and the state. (okay) It's all the same. (countin' the 
school board) Yeah, yeah, it's all the same. And then the 
state's ten years, and the county has to pay me. 
PS: The state took over the roads, didn't they? 
Wl"I: Yeah. 
PS: Somewhere along in there. 
They got the roads now. They used ta be a man 
runnin' out, saying you can ' t do this. But, they done got 
you, son. 
F,c • ._, . Yeah, they'll do whatever they want and ..... 
WM: Why, they'll do ..•. they'll do anything they wanta do and get 
r-·, C) • ...., . 
by with it. You can sue 'em, you still .... they keep laying 
road, and first thing you know, you done spent all your 
money and they've got theirs, and you're beat. (mmm-hmm) 
So, the state's lookin' after even these dirt roads up here. 
WM: Yes, sir. They was supposed to go back and cut the brush 
off these roa.ds. They started up on top of the hi 1 ·1 , at 
Oh, yeah. Yeah. Just last week you mean. (yeah) But that 
bulldozer that came through here, that was uh, gas company, 
wasn ' t it? 
WM: Yeah. I don't know where they went to. 
PS: I don't know. They're widening the road, 
WM: Did they? 
PS: Yeah. On over through Kayser's, too, out on Mccomas Ridge 
[WM talking at same time]. 
WM: They ' re gonna put in a big gas 1 ine, too. (oh) Take these 
old pipes out so they can put in new ones. They're gonna 
start f ram Hub be I l . That guy Tom [ Roy J won't ·1 et ' em come 
across him. (yeah) I don't know how they're gonna come. 
,,,, ' 
PS: Why would they do that? There's not that much gas coming 
out of this area, is there? 
WM: There's lots of gas. 
PS: Yeah'? 
WM: No, they .... see, these old lines, Tom won't let 'em ... (pick 
'em up?) nci. He won't even let 'em come across him. ( mmml1) 
He Sc\ys, 11 WhEm 'y'OU stopped that ·1 i nE:~, '/OU' ve done stopped. 
Hi:?. s.a id , 11 noi,J you g12t you .:::\nother way to go. 11 See, ht::.i W(7~nt 
and got him a lawyer or something. 
PS: Oh, they want a new right-a-way, they're gonna lay in a 
completely new place, unh? 
WM: They were gonna take the old 1 ine up and put a new one in 
it's place, when you can't do that. 
PS: In the same place, even? 
WM: No. (oh) After you cover it up, after you cover that ••.. 
PS: That becomes ground, somehow. 
WM: Yeah. (somehow) When you covered that up, everything on 
top's yours. 
F"S: I see. That dirt is his, unh. We 1 1 , I ·· 1 1 be . 
WM: Son, he told ' em, he says, you move one inch of dirt and see 
what YOLl get. I was out there with him. (mmm-hmm) When 
they were surveying it off. 
PS: So, is he gonna let 'em buy him out? 
WM: No sir. <I mean, pay him to .•. ) No. See, he used to work 
for the gas company, he said he knowed how dirty they was. 
PS : Oh , I see . 
WM: He had a son-in-law, he told him, he said, son, you can 
engineer all you want to, but you better not touch that 
property. He said, you know where to start, don't you. And 
he said, not · e:-:actly. And he said, "well, if you don't 
know, I '1 1 show you. 11 (mmm--hmm) It starts right at the end 
of the blacktop down there at Hubbell where it comes up the 
hi I 1 • [laughter] Eight foot off the road. (oh) 
PS~ So, uh, that's where they was gonna start, too, I suppose. 
WM: Yeah, that's where they was gonna start. Digging it up and 
putting that new pipe in. He stopped 'em, so I don't know 
what they're going to do now. I kn o w they have to go around 
Arthur Frye's somewhere. (yeah) If Arthur stops 'em, I 
don 't know what they'll do. 
PS: Well, I didn't think that much natural gas was still coming 
out. Didn't you help lay the line that goes down uh, my 
brother's hill? You told me once, when I first bought that 
WM: Yeah. Yeah. 
PS: Well, that 1..,as not ·1aid then, until the 50's or 60's. 
WM: Y f?ah • Yeah, somewhere along in there. I got so mad at them 
I quit. They don't want to pay you no overtime. 
PS: So, you worked a 1 ittle for the gas company. 
WM: Yeah, I didn 't work enough to get no pension from them. 
PS: 
(unh) I help put all that gas in down at Hecate's house, 
right at Hecate [Spangler]. ( yeah , yeah) You know, wher~e 
the meter used to be. It's all plastic down hill there. 
Oh. Uh .•. yeah, that's kept clear. 
pretty brushy down in Mill Branch. 
I went down there. 
WM: Oh, God, yes. 
PS: Now, as far up as they're loggin', that's all uh, beautiful 
road, I mean [laughing] well used, but right where the 
loggin' goes LIP the hill, then it's not uh, kept up uh, to 
that gas wel 1 in Mi 1 ·1 Branch. 
WM: It. ain't? 
1-·~ ~ l\lo , we I l , not ? we l ·1 it's ok ;,i.y •••• 
WM: They're supposed to .... they were supposed to fix it up to 
their gas well;;. 
F'S: Yeah, it's uh, a track, but uh ..... 
WM: That's straight down aver the hill from where John Salstrom 
F•C • ...., " 
WM: 
·1 i.ves? (Yes, straight down). They're supposed to clean up 
and keep it cleaned. 
Now, someone told me they'd driven all the way up Mill 
Someone's put a road all the way to the head, (they 
us-,E"~d to be) we 1 I , trlE?Y used to be a store and a schao'I up 
triere, I gue·ss. 
Yeah, yeah. They used to come all the way plum to that 
cemetary, right up across from where Chapman, betweeh 
Chapman's place and that fellow that lives over there on 
Chicken John's and ..•. 
F'S: Oh, Frank and uh, Betty. 
WM: Yeah, Frank. Yeah, it used to be a road, I don't know if 
you've ever been on it so much, used to be an old road. 
We l 1 , yeah ..•. 
F'S: Well, I've gone down from the very head of Mill Branch, but 
it's a little hard to imagine a store a.nd a school, tao? 
WM: Yeah, they had one right on down the holler there a bit. 
(oh, the school was?) I know where it used to be. 
F'S: Down uh ...• Little Laurel? Dr Mill Branch. 
WM: Mill Branch! 
F,c • ....,. 
WM: 
Oh, yeah • 
That was back years ago, though, it was an old 
building ... you know, it's been gone for years. 
F'S: Yeah, it must have been. 
WM: And that house Chapmans used to live in down there over the 
hill from John Salstrom, down there where there's some apple 
trees (yeah), I been to that house before it was tore down. 
It was a log house. Then there used to be· one up on the 
flat, coming up the hill there. (unh-huh) That belonged to 
Warney C:hapma.n. 
PS: Yeah, where the apple trees are, that's right below John 
[Salstrom]. That's a corner of that piece of property, I 
think . 
WM: Yeah, down in there somewhere. He showed me one time 
wh,'.:!re it 11-Jas at. It's across the bank .... across the creek, 
though. 
PS: Oh, oh, I'm thinkin' of a different one, then. 
WM: You see, there used to be another one above that old log 
house, that you come on up there and get on a flat; used to 





F,c • ~, . 
WM: 
Oh, yeah. Okay, they were uh, Peacemakers or something. A 
commune. 
Yeah. There was two girls stayed down there right where 
this other house used to be. 
Yeah. Well , that ' s since uh, that was the early 1970' s ... 
Yeah. Yeah. 
Well , a lot of people of have come and gone. 
new people. 
A lot of these 
Yeah. Yeah, they used to be one out there stayed in 
Hecate's house, they called her Ellie .... 
PS: Ellie. Yeah. She was from Maryland. 
WM: She .•. she seemed like an aw+u·1 nice gir·1. 
PS: Yeah. 
